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Status Issue # Category Comments 
Added 3034 Market Analyzer Available data in the Market Analyzer is now displayed in a multi-level grid 

Added 3041 Charts Changed Kagi bars to use an updatable incomplete bar with realtime data 

Added 3056 Indicators Added property InHitTest to indicators to give the user flexibility to leave out drawing objects from the 

indicator's selection process. 

Improved 2996 Barchart.com 

adapter  

Updated to latest API and re-enabled pre/after market data. 

Improved 3031 Historical Data 

Manager 

HDM import now has an additional combobox to set the timezone of the imported data. 

Improved 3032 NinjaScript 

indicators 

Added back the feature to access hosted indicators in Initialize(). 

Improved 3042 NinjaScript Throw exception is the respective methods for HeikenAshi, LineBreak, Renko, Kagi, PointAndFigure are 

not used but the generic Add() method. 

Fixed 2904 Account 

Performance 

Account performance->Execution tab->Right click on execution->Chart did not work as expected. 

Fixed 2988 MBT adapter Several issues related to historical data on MBT. 

Fixed 2994 Import stock list File->Utilities->Import stock list->Session combobox did not properly show session names 

Fixed 2995 NinjaScript Issue with BarsDisplayText 

Fixed 2997 Workspaces Restoring a workspace with cross hair on a chart could crash NT. 

Fixed 2998 Charts Added additional description text in the right/left horizontal grid line properties in chart panel properties. 

Fixed 2999 Charts Drag & drop or deletion of bar series or indicators could cause scaling/scale justification errors. 

Fixed 3000 Charts 'Set default' button was displayed on chart panel properties window 

Fixed 3001 Charts Indicators scaled to objects drawn from this indicator even when on separate panel. 

Fixed 3002 Charts Panels did scale to Dots and Text even when they were not visible on chart. 

Fixed 3003 Indicators Indicator VolumeZones, DrawLine parameter did not work as expected 

Fixed 3004 NinjaScript Using TickSize in Initialize() now throws an improved log message. 

Fixed 3005 Data box Data box shows info from two bars while on the same bar for box style 

Fixed 3006 Charts Multi series indicator on multi series chart could crash. 

Fixed 3007 Hot Key Manager Set a wider min width to avoid formatting trouble on tool tips. 

Fixed 3008 Connecting AutoConnect did not properly Initialize all UIs 

Fixed 3009 General NT could crash on reloading/restoring from xml when executions were on chart. 

Fixed 3010 Chart Trader Entry parameter instrument in chart trader -> ATM strategy could have been blank on multi series. 

Fixed 3011 Indicators ZigZag.HighBar did not work as expected, since an Update() was missing. 

Fixed 3012 Charts X axis labels on equidistant tick charts updated on every second when ticks came in on realtime. 

Fixed 3013 Charts Panel height wasn't maintained in some situations. 

Fixed 3014 Drawing objects Fibonacci objects not working when chart put into logarithmic scaling.  

Fixed 3015 SuperDOM Several SuperDOM Issues 



Fixed 3016 Drawing objects Select the fib tool and try to draw a retracement, the pen cursor and the bottom of the retracement value are 

off quite a bit.  

Fixed 3017 Historical Data 

Manager 

HDM edit tab was only deleting cache data when deleting the root node not all associated data.  

Fixed 3019 Charts Multiple session definitions on actual data could result in missing data on chart. 

Fixed 3020 Charts X axis could show too few labels on split sessions (multi sessions per day) 

Fixed 3021 SuperDOM On placing an order in the SuperDOM the instrument combo box would have focus 

Fixed 3022 Charts Sync up chart trade PnL and PnL on position on chart. 

Fixed 3023 Automated Strategy Multi connection strategy could cause exception 

Fixed 3024 Strategy Analyzer Compiling a strategy did not update the strategy properties 

Fixed 3025 Strategy Analyzer Combined results: ProfitFactor no longer is a weighted average but GrossProfit/-GrossLoss 

Fixed 3026 Strategy Analyzer Improvements on SA, MonteCarlo simulation 

Fixed 3027 Strategy Analyzer Backtesting a basked of instruments could not be aborted. 

Fixed 3028 Chart Trader Selected strategy was not restore on reconnected. 

Fixed 3029 General Quantity control could cause an exception. 

Fixed 3030 Indicators Overhauled .Line style plotting to avoid funny rendering on chart compression 

Fixed 3033 .NET If .net draws dash-dot-dot-…, the line would look like a dash when chart is scrunched.  

Fixed 3035 Charts Handling bar series with very large days back value on multi series chart could crash NT. 

Fixed 3036 Charts Detection if same series already on chart on typing in period value only didn't work properly on futures. 

Fixed 3037 Charts Toolbar button displayed selected chart style wrong on hi lo bar chart style and on ohlc chart style. 

Fixed 3038 Indicators Reduced the y margin on top and bottom of indicators. 

Fixed 3039 Indicators Labeling for Heiken-Ashi incorrect for periods greater than 1.  

Fixed 3040 Charts Point and Figure not updating properly when Box Size = 1. If you use 1x3, you still get a two by two 

movement.  

Fixed 3043 Charts Objects drawn by indicator or strategies could be off on multi series when not based on first bar series. 

Fixed 3044 Charts Chart data on preday could have been missing on a session definition spanning over midnight and having 

empty days (e.g. 24/5). 

Fixed 3045 Market Replay Allow setting value before min date/after max date in replay connection -> goto dialog and popup error 

message if before min/after max time. 

Fixed 3046 Account 

Performance 

Trade pairing could be off in using the same entry execution multiple times. 

Fixed 3047 Indicators ZigZag indicator didn't show up as selected when it was selected. 

Fixed 3048 Charts LineOnClose chart style on empty chart yielded 'Parameter is not valid' message in trace. 

Fixed 3049 Drawing objects Copy and paste of a triangle not the same size and shape. 

Fixed 3050 Drawing objects Context menu for Fib Templates still visible for pitchfork and gann fan properties. 

Fixed 3051 Drawing objects Text chart object defaults not being restored properly 

Fixed 3052 Historical Data 

Manager 

Tick sizes that have more than 4 significant figures are being condensed in the edit grid of the HDM 

Fixed 3053 Charts Changing period type via toolbar could crash NT when saved default settings for period type existed. 



Fixed 3054 Charts Chart objects drawn from indicators/strategies could have been missing/on wrong panel when default 

settings had been applied to chart object. 

Fixed 3055 FX Pro FXPro did not maintain the selected account in a multi-connection setup 
 


